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In the concept of traditional career the success is measured by objective criteria (status, the position taken, obtained income, etc.). The contemporary success of career is defined by more subjective criteria – satisfaction with the activity performed, implementation of inner potential, implementation of life goals, etc. the realization of the latter career is related to the quality of person’s competence, its development, re-qualification. Only when possessing the competence of proper level, a person, according to Bridges (1994), will be able ‘to change the course’ in his / her life by considering market needs as well as the goals of personal self-realization.

Environmental changes adjusted the system of organization’s and employees’ values, and especially the viewpoint to career. Contemporary career is treated as sequence of individual’s roles based on the work, experience, increased responsibility (Baruch, 2006), regular interaction with other people, production of new knowledge and work forms as well as generation of ideas (Arthur, Rousseau, 2001), independence from a particular organization (Greenhouse, 2000). Such changes in understanding career, as Brown, Scase (1997) state, require universal technical, social and personal competences, but not specific skills. The latter do not lose their importance, but are treated only as one part of individual’s competence.

As activity environments get more complex, the successful activity cannot be explained only by collection of possessed specific skills. Complex unique situations provoke premeditated and conscious behaviour. In this case, the person’s competence is considered because, according to Jucevicius (1998), unstable not-established model of contemporary career in an organization requires individual’s autonomy: however it is meaningful only when it is based on competence. Autonomy at work, according to Norman (1983), is understood as the case when the greatest satisfaction of person’s life is found in performing certain activity, for which a person has to show emotions, solidarity. Grin (1991) states that becoming autonomous at work is the process when the personality integrates because it sees all activities as elements of personal planning and reviews all its experiences as giving the basis for the implementation of personal expectations and goals. In respect of contemporary career individual’s autonomy is one of the conditions of career success because self-knowledge, independence, sense of responsibility and development ensures not only harmony of person’s and environment’s interaction but also the possibility of career development. Thus, in striving for career competence is the main requirement.

A person striving for career at an organization faces the complex assignments possessing elements of tactics and strategy, to perform which he / she has to show abilities to handle increasing information flow, to think appropriately, to fast and qualitatively solve complex problems. This needs the competence of a certain level: the more complex activity (for example, requiring analytical thinking), the higher competence level is.

Considering the importance of competence level in respect of career, competence is defined as ability to apply for practical situations principles and techniques of certain activity (Nickols, 2000), a wide list of high-level skills and behaviours, which determines the ability to successfully act in complex unforeseen situations (Westera, 2001) as well as the set of personal traits, behaviour and features, which is necessary for successful performance of the work (Abraham, 2001).

Thus, the changing concept of career allows offering appropriate perspectives for career estimation referring to competence levels. At each career stage employee’s competence is evaluated: readiness to perform an assignment / activity as well as competence level. The career based on the identification of competence levels shows that it is not enough to possess only certain competence, it is important to determine a competence level as well as to identify what competences lack.

In a career process a constant growth of employee’s competence initiates emergence of a new activity or creation of the new work, which requires from an acting person to apply the possessed competence for the conditions of the new activity or to be able to critically evaluate own experience and to learn if an activity situation changes. Thus, these levels emphasize not only results but also in striving for a higher level possibilities of development of new activities – competence – emerge. The level of employee’s competence depends not only on the functions being performed, activity results achieved, improvement of the work process, abilities constantly being developed, sharing of new knowledge, experience with organization’s employees, but also on obligations for the organization, the level or responsibility manifestation, the degree of the responsibility taken by an employee. In this case the identification of the levels of career and competence is purposeful and necessary.

In order to theoretically substantiate the change of competence levels as well as to distinguish the criteria characteristic for each level, every competence level is equated to career stages. All career stages, according to Greenhous, Callanan, Godshalk (2000), show that an employee advances by constantly moving through all
stages, which present appropriate assignments and challenges. The competence levels distinguished by Bowden, Marton, (1998, 2003), Jucevičienė, Lepaitė (2000) correlate with the fours career stages distinguished by Dalton, Thompson (1986), in which the relation between the age of an individual and the position taken is emphasized, it is shown how employees move from one stage to another within an organization (fours stages). Such movement conditions activity changes, the change of functions as well as competence growth. The growth of a competence level is ensured by career possibilities.

The designed model of interface of competence levels and career stages (see Figure 2.) reflects how competence enables acting in different contexts of the activity as well as constantly changing activity conditions and it influences individual’s career. Competence levels correlate with four career stages, in which the relation between the age of an individual and the position taken is pointed out, it is shown how employees move from one career stage to another within an organization. As employee’s competence grows, the possibilities for career increase.

Thus as conditions change and new activities emerge, which require from an acting person to adjust the possessed competence under conditions of a new activity or to be able to critically evaluate own experience and to learn if the activity situation changes; the competence level also changes. Each career stage needs assessment of employee’s competences: readiness to perform the work and a competence level. The greater it is, the better career planning skills and greater possibilities for career are.
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Introduction

The traditional viewpoint stressing only management of organization’s career does not meet the needs of changing society, an organization, an individual and labour market. The concept of traditional career measures and identifies success by objective criteria (status, the position, work experience, etc.). the representatives of the concept of modern career define success in more subjective criteria – sense of meaningful life, implementation of inner potential, satisfaction with the activity being performed, etc. Under the market conditions every person has to take care of his / her career, competence quality as well as to create perspective activity that is adequate to his / her abilities and self-realisation, by this he / she assures his / her material wellbeing. Thus, even the best objective criteria of success assessment not always reveal whether in fact individual’s career is successful because everyone defines what success in his / her career is.

In the concept of traditional career the career possibilities are related to employees’ qualification and its improvement. The concept of corporate career is related to the quality of person’s competence, its development, re-qualification and for this the employee is responsible. Only when possessing the competence of appropriate level a person, according to Bridges (1994), will be able ‘to change the course’ during his / her life by considering the market needs and goals of personal self-realization.

Considering the career within an organization, as Lips-Wiersma, Hall (2007) state, the process of career has to function as integrated corporate system of an individual and organization when an organization gets involved into the planning of individual’s career as well as the aims and objectives of both parties are coordinated.


Despite the diversity of researches, yet no scientist has analysed career through the prism of levels of employees’ competence. The disclosure of the relation of career and employee’s competence makes premises for coordinating interests of an organization and employee: such impact is successful because people, inspired by the needs, enthusiastically strive for the aims that were identified with their participation. On the other hand, the possibility measured by obligations responsibility delegation emerges; this is the means for the encouragement of employees’ energy and their motivation. According to Frost, Kumar (2000), employees work more productively, innovatory and are more concentrated if they have the power of decision-making and responsibility for the decisions made. Delegation of powers helps to develop employees’ intellectual potential, creativity in solving problems; it helps to acquire knowledge, experience and develop comprehensively (Hakever, Render, 2000; and others). an employee knowing his / her career possibilities and striving for it will attempt to develop already possessed competence because, according to Hunt (1970, 1974; by Arends, 1998), the greatest development takes place when environment conditions give stimuli for person’s cognitive and emotional development. The understanding of competence importance and meaningfulness is necessary for confidence in one’s powers and autonomy. In the context of work person’s autonomy can be influenced by the highest-level abilities and competence. The higher competence level, the higher autonomy level can be achieved.

The article solves the scientific problem, which allows systemising the knowledge and experience of the researches on phenomena of career and competence by foreign and Lithuanian scientists and strives to answer three problematic questions: 1) in what characteristics does contemporary career distinguish?; 2) how much does career depend on competence level?; 3) which career model would represent contemporary career best? 

The research aim – is to substantiate the theoretical-hypothetical model of competence and career.

The research method: analysis of scientific literature.

The concept of career

In the process of the changes of society and organizations the concept of career also changes. Some scientists point out that it has disappeared, others – that it has become unlimited (Artur, 1994). Some scientists (Fletcher, 1996; Ciutiene, 2006; Danilevicius, 2008, etc.) treat career as vertical rise of a person towards higher position, others (Schuler, 1995; Hall, 1996; Meijers, 2002; etc.) – as horizontal, i.e. the strategy of person’s constant development and his/her professional flexibility and mobility assured by it.

In scientific literature it is possible to detect several different models, however two main models of career are most frequently found: 1) the model of organizational (bureaucratic, traditional) career, to which hierarchical character of career; dominating role of an organization in managing individual’s career and assessing its success; low initiative and mobility of a person; consistent and easily prognosticated future of career; stability and social security are characteristic. One of the main features of this model – is the priority of organization’s interests against employee’s interests. Formation and planning of career involves only the most perspective and most gifted employees of an organization. Bureaucratic career does not distinguish in flexibility depended on an organization. However, bureaucratic career has positive features as well: an organization takes responsibility for employees’ development, perspectives for career development are clear, related to a particular organization or field. This ensures proper security sense and guaranteed workplace for an employee. The main requirement of the model of bureaucratic career – is employee’s ability to accommodate to changes. 2) The model of personal career is perceived as the process which the person himself / herself plans, organizes, manages and controls by taking responsibility for this.

According to Watts (1998), within a traditional organization employees’ career most frequently developed vertically: only within an organization and framework of the profession. The hierarchical form of an organization has already become outdated. The forms of organizations dominating in modern society (projects or matrixes, network or virtual organization) give different possibilities of career. Nowadays career less and less depends on performed functions. According to Artur (1994), we have unlimited career because the pressure against population to be more mobile and flexible grows. As the result, people experience more risk related to their career. Thus, as Meijers (2002) states, one has to develop by becoming competitive ‘career actors’ in order to adequately use their possibilities. Modern employees have to become ‘reflective practitioners’ in order to remain competitive. They have to develop their competence in order to constantly understand what they do in respect of the organization they work for and their personal life, as Drucker (1993) states. A modern employee, according to Kessles (2001), has to continuously analyse all possibilities of employment in both internal (organization’s) and external (beyond it) market, at the same time feeling the obligation for the organization where he / she works.

Due to the development of economic and technological environment, competition in the labour market, economic, demographic upturns and downturns, changing work possibilities, changing needs of employees and an organization, the relationship between an employer and employee does not distinguish in such lasting as previously. Thus, both individual’s orientation to own future within an organization and organization’s investments into individual’s career are not considered to be essential and reasonable. As Kuijpers, Schyns, Scheerens (2006), Baruch (2004) state, nowadays an organization is not interested to assure long-term, logic and consistent development of career. As career is treated as multi-directional, based on changes, new challenges and possibilities, individuals themselves have to take care of long-term goals of the development of their career; and organizations should create proper conditions, under which individuals can improve their human capital and their value of the market by acquiring certain knowledge, abilities and skills.

As Hall (2002) states, in the viewpoint of contemporary career, career can be successful without rise upwards; its success measure is not only the status and salary, but also the implementation of personal potential, accomplishment of life goals. Flexibly applied horizontal career allows adjusting the needs of employees and an organization and creating conditions for employees to develop in the desired direction. When knowing possibilities of horizontal career, employees more clearly imagine their perspectives within an organization; and after having used them they feel greater satisfaction with the work being performed (Masulis, Krupavicius, 2007). It is possible to distinguish several typical ways of horizontal career. One of them is when one moves to fulfil other position, which involves the activity interesting for an employee and for which the employee possess sufficient competence. The second way – when an employee moves to work at another unit by changing work object or region, employee’s functions usually do not change. The third way – an employee is given a possibility to perform one position for some time and for the functions of the other position – the rest of the time. The possibilities given by horizontal career can be used in implementing plans of vertical career: for example, in developing the reserve of leading employees, candidates for managers can work by changing the positions of the same hierarchical level for certain time and so get better acquainted with the work of different units of the organization as well as acquire knowledge and abilities necessary for their future. The essential feature of
contemporary career – is to combine the interests of an employee and organization. Organization’s interests most frequently are oriented to economic objectives while the interests of employees – can be various. According to Hall (2002), in the modern context career is treated as individually perceived sequence of attitudes and behaviours related to present experience during an entire period of personality life; it is not only vertical but also horizontal movement, active position of a personality and subjectivity of the viewpoint to career success, strategy of continuous development and professional flexibility influenced by it, a smaller role of an organization. Contemporary career is the sequence of individual’s roles based on his / her work, experience, increased responsibility (Baruch, 2006); constant interaction with other people, creation of new knowledge, work forms and generation of ideas (Arthur, Rousseau, 2001); independence from a particular organization (Greenhouse, 2000). Such changes in career understanding, as Brown, Scase (1997) state, require more universal technical, social and personal skills than specific, work skills, which do not lose their importance, but they only are treated as one of the components of individual’s competence. According to Jucevicius (1998), the unstable model of contemporary career not yet established within an organization requires individual’s autonomy; but it has force only when it is competence-based. In respect of contemporary career individual’s autonomy is one of the conditions of career success because self-knowledge, independence, sense of responsibility and development ensure not only the harmony of person’s and environment’s interaction but also the possibility of career development. Thus, competence is the main requirement in pursuing career. Kuijpers, Scheyns, Scheerens (2006) assumed that the relation between carer and competence existed; so they distinguished the internal career, which is based on a subjective opinion and was based on the person’s understanding about his / her career implementation, and the external career, which is assessed objectively by considering the opinion, salary, status of other people as well as other criteria. The formulated concept of career encourages individuals to take responsibility for their career; thus, as Haase, Fransis-Smythe (2007) state, competence is one of counter-points able to help in pursuing higher career. In an organization a person pursuing for his / her career faces the complex assignments possessing elements of tactics and strategy, to perform which the abilities to handle increasing flow of information and new knowledge, to properly think, to fast and qualitatively solve problems are necessary.

In summary it is possible to state that the concept of contemporary career should be treated as life-long process of person’s professional self-expression, constant choices emerging from their work, learning, self-expression and free-time decision-making; the process involves person’s professional life, workplaces, duties and achievements. Flattening structure of organizations opens a lot of possibilities for horizontal career, which has a lot of importance to keep professional employees within an organization as well as for employees’ motivation.

In order to substantiate the model of career within an organization, it is necessary to reveal similarities and differences of traditional and contemporary career. Several authors performed such comparisons: Stanisaukiene (2000), Patton (2001), Kucinskiene (2003), Sampson, Reardon, Peterson, Lenz (2004), and others. The change of traditional and contemporary career is analysed in the context of an individual, the requirements set by the organization for a workplace and organization’s environment in order to identify certain necessary abilities separately in each above-mentioned contexts. However, the authors did not get deeper in the aspect how the characteristics of contemporary and traditional careers interacted in the context of an individual, organization and environment. This comparison is based on the opinion of Boyatzis (2008) that the most effective construction is interrelated with different models of behaviour. The most effective actions occur when person’s abilities or talents synchronize with work requirements and organization’s environment. Referring to this attitude, career can be related to the characteristics of the competence, which contains the context of environment, an organization and individual. In summarising and supplementing the differences of traditional and contemporary career, the career structure becomes evident in the context of an individual; organization and environment (see Figure 1).

Figure 1 presents the peculiarities of contemporary and traditional careers in the context of an individual, organization and environment as interacting and making influence upon each other as well as important in order to clarify the role of competence in the change. In assessing career at individual’s level, his / her values, life philosophy, competences, chosen career strategy and life style are considered. Comparing career in an individual’s level it becomes evident that in a contemporary career the loyalty of employees decreases, employees themselves take responsibility for the development of their career and competence while in traditional career the loyalty for the organization, minimal responsibility for the results and development of skills are emphasized. Individual’s talents are described as values, vision, personal philosophy, knowledge, competences, life and career strategies, interests and style. The requirements of workplace are based on the level of assignments, distribution of functions and roles. Assessing this aspect, it becomes evident that employees in a modern organization are assessed according to their competence, greater obligations given to them as well as their responsibility level while in a traditional organization the responsibility for employee’s career, results is taken by the organization. If organization’s environment is assessed according to its culture and economic, political, and social environments, it becomes evident that in a modern organization employees work in uneven and competitive environment striving for personal development and recognition. Within a traditional organization the hierarchy of management levels as well as adjustment of employees to an organization are clear.
The influence of competence upon career success

As the change of the labour market needs gets faster as well as the complexity of activity environments is increasing, employees’ competence has become one of the most important advantages in the process of the creation of organization’s value as well as one of the important factors influencing employee’s career. The concepts ‘profession’ and ‘qualification’ lose their importance as, according to Juceviciene, Lepaite, (2000), “they are described by definite skills and enable a person to perform limited assignments in clearly structuralised activity as well as in which clearly identified work functions prevail”. Nowadays person’s suitability for the work is determined by his / her abilities to implement the acquired qualification in the activity and referring to the values, person’s features and viewpoints to pursue activity results. Thus, the activity competence, enabling a person to function as an independent professional who is able to continuously improve practice and correspondingly react to the changing environment, is becoming significant (WHO, 2002). Mastered high-level abilities and competence, which is a transferable instrument, determine person’s autonomy. It is especially important in pursuing career. According to Grint (1991), becoming autonomous in the work is the process into which the personality, perceiving all elements of personal activity planning and reviewing all his / her experiences as giving the basis for the implementation of personal expectations and goals, integrates. Chreptaviciene (2009), having analysed opinions of most scientists (Decker, 1984; Barnien, 1997; Lauzackas, 1999; Westera, 2001; Alsop, 2001; Lepaite, 2001; Sonntag, 1992; Martinus, Neverauskas, Sakalas, 2002, etc.) on the structure of activity competence and its characteristics, states that activity competence is the structural formation involving: professional (or instrumental); cognitive activity competence because the abilities, though different, reflecting this competence exist in all roles; person’s behaviour competence (group / team work, work organization, motivating others, etc.) and communication competence, the structure of which contains ICT competence as the means to share information. In the structure of competence the ability to manage and apply the collection of cognitive skills takes the central place because when assessing them the activity results are considered (Westera, 2001).
Scientists (Spenser and Spenser, 1993; Eraut, 1994; Westera, 2001; and others), state that competence is a hierarchical structural formation. The competence of a different level is necessary for the performance of the activity of a different hierarchical level; for example, the more complicated activity requiring analytical thinking, the higher competence level is. Eraut (1994) points out that competence has to involve positive and negative dimensions that allow assessing the quality of the work being performed; thus, the author suggests to divide competence into levels and referring to them to assess person’s competence. Dreifus and Dreifus (1986) expanded the latter idea; they introduced the concepts of expert and beginner into the system of competence assessment and stated that such disjuncture allows to draw a border between competence and incompetence. Thus, competence levels should be considered. Spenser and Spenser (1993) offered the concepts of threshold and exclusive competence. Threshold competence is the competence that is necessary for activity / work conditioning minimal positive results. Exclusive competence – is the activity / work performed by a person of expert level when the best results are achieved. In this case maximum results are considered.

Competence (in holistic viewpoint) is specific in the case of every activity. According to Reich (1993), Bowden and Marton (1997), the complexity of activity can be divided into three types: 1) ‘routine’ production activities, which involve not only product production processes, but also routine management activity. Practical behaviour / contextualised competences conditioned by skilful learning / experience is necessary for its performance. 2) Interpersonal activity (for example, trade, service of customers), for performance of which skilful learning / contextualised knowledge/practical behaviour conditioned by experience are necessary. 3) analytical activity (for example, juridical, engineering, management) for performance of which skilful learning and balance of cognitive constructivism are necessary.

Such distribution helps distinguish the main features of these types of activity, to reveal complexity of activities and to identify what competence level is necessary for successful performance of a proper type of activity. Dreifus, Dreifus (1986) state that a person could have mastered five competence levels: 1) a beginner: strict observance of plans, rules; low perception of situations, non-independent decisions; 2) an advanced beginner: features of situations accepted after prior experience, guidelines for actions, limited perception of a situation; 3) competitive: understandable and considered planning, standardized usual actions; 4) experienced: holistic situations; deviations from the usual structure are understood; easier solved problems; the maximum is pursued in every situation; 5) expert: independent from rules and guidelines; intuitive perception of a situation; analytical decisions are made when facing problems; possession of the vision. Bowden and Monton (1998, 2003) distinguish four levels of competence mastering: behaviour, surplus, integrated and holistic. According to the author, the competence of skilfully learnt behaviour (the first level) is necessary to perform operational work; it precisely satisfies work requirements and consists of clearly distinguished components. In this case necessary competences are considered. The second level of activity needs surplus competence, which is based not only on skilfully learnt behaviour but also on certain knowing: in this case also competences are considered. For more complex activity the competence based on knowledge and experience, the integrated application of which creates completely different quality of activity requiring the competence of integrated and holistic levels, is necessary. Integrated competence when the integration of behaviour and knowing is based on the activity conditioning essential change, is necessary for changing internal and external conditions of the work (the third level of activity); holistic competence is necessary to create new work and to transfer one’s qualification into a new situation of activity (the fourth level of activity) (Jucevičienė, Lepaitė, 2000). Thus the more complex activity, the more important competence level is for its successful performance. According to Vernhout (2005), the competence necessary to perform an assignment can be assessed in six levels (inexperienced, beginner, advanced, competitive, professional, and expert), and person’s possessed general competence – in five levels (beginner, advanced, competitive, professional, and expert). In order to assess a level of competence, the assessment system of 0 – 100 points is used. Workplace competence defines the most necessary competences for a particular workplace or position, as well as it requires assessing a level of desired competences. Employee’s competence outlines by what competences a person who is going to work in a particular position has to distinguish.

Identification of the relation of competence and activity levels becomes important due to more and more changing character of any professional activity. When considering the importance of competence level in the context of career, competence is defined as the ability to apply for practical situations the main principles and techniques of certain content field (Nickols, 2000), broad list of high-level skills and behaviours that conditions the ability to successfully act in complex, unexpected situations (Westera, 2001) as well as the set of personal traits, behaviour and features necessary for successful performance of an assignment (Abraham, 2001). Barnett (1994) relates competence to the behaviour not foreseen in advance at indefinite situations. The author refers to operational viewpoint and indicates that competence involves skills, results of demonstrated activity and their evaluation as well as the ability to transfer skills into other contexts. Thus, competence is the essential characteristic of an individual, which is directly related to effective performance of high-level activity.

In summary it could be stated that the competence of different level is necessary in different stages of activity; and this in its turn allows drawing the premise that employee’s career depends on the possessed level of competence. The concept of competence as well as its identification in respect of particular activity still is the object of scientific discussions not only in Lithuania but also round the world. Thus, the problem of activity quality criteria, by means of which competence is measured, is defined. However, the definition of activity levels allows
stating that competence is implemented in the activity, in which it is possible to distinguish levels. Considering them, it is possible to distinguish clearer requirements set for competence and to make premises to create the system of career based on competence levels.

In order to theoretically substantiate the change of competence levels and to distinguish the criteria characteristic for every level, every competence level is equalled to career stages. All stages of career, according to Greenhous, Callanan, Godshalk (2000), show that an employee advances consistently and passes all stages, which present appropriate assignments and challenges. The competence levels distinguished by Bowden, Marton, (1998, 2003), Juiceviciene, Lepaite (2000) correlate with the four stages of career distinguished by Dalton, Thompson (1986), which point out the relationship between individual’s age and the position taken, it is showed how employees move through four career stages within an organization. The movement from one stage to another determines activity changes, the change of functions and personal growth as well as growth of competence. Coherences of competence levels and career stages are presented in Figure 2.

The presented model discloses that namely competence enables acting in different contexts of activity and constantly changing conditions of activity as well as influences individual’s career. The first level of behaviour competence, which needs the most elementary competence based on not only skilfully learnt behaviour but also on certain knowing, is related to the second stage of career, in which the character of work is detailed, routine and according to requirements (1). The second competence level necessary for work improvement is based on not only skilfully learnt behaviour but also on certain knowing, is related to the second stage of career, to pursue which application of abilities, perception of new possibilities, involvement of other members of the organization into their development are necessary (2). As employee’s competence grows, the possibilities of career change also increase. The third integrated competence level distinguishes in the change of internal and external conditions of work, emergence and use of new ways in the work process, development of the possibilities for training and learning (3) and correlates with the third stage of career, in which representation of other groups in an organization manifests, the importance of responsibility, obligations emerges. Creation of a new work and qualification transfer into a new activity situation, participation of an employee as professional in organization’s activities, getting deeper into problems and fields, taking responsibility, sharing of accumulated experience with other members of an organization, independent and productive work are characteristic for the fourth competence level – holistic competence (4) and the fourth career stage.

The third (changing of work internal and external conditions) and the fourth (creation of new work and qualification transfer into a new activity situation) levels become the aim of the higher level, and the first and the second levels can be reached only during practical activity (by learning to work according to the instruction). The complexity of the fourth level is pointed out by: 1) person’s viewpoint to himself / herself as professional, 2) the ability to perform the role of a professional and 3) professional’s identity and integration of his / her activity congruence; this it is named holistic competence (Lepaite, 2003).
Thus, in a career process constant growth and change of employee’s competence initiates emergence of new activity, new abilities and skills or creation of a new work, which from an acting person require to accommodate the possessed qualification to conditions of new activity or to be able to critically assess own experience and to learn when the activity situation has changed. Thus, these levels emphasise not only results; but by pursuing higher and higher level the possibilities for development of new activity – competence – emerge. The level of employee’s competence depends not only on the performed functions, achieved activity results, improvement of work process, constantly developed abilities and competences, sharing of new knowledge, experience with organization’s employees, but also on obligations for the organization, the level of responsibility expression, the degree of the responsibility taken by the employee. In this case the career based on the identification of competence levels is expedient and necessary.

The model of career and competence cohesion

The changing concept of career allows offering proper perspectives for career assessment by referring to competence and its levels. In planning, developing or forming career there are a lot of factors that can be divided into internal (person’s goals and expectations, education, attitudes) and external ( economical context, the influence of society and family) (Adamson, Doherty, 1998). Thus, it is important that an individual would understand the complexity of these factors, would be able to assess their characteristics and importance in developing career. In pursuing career the abilities to evaluate a new situation, within it to choose proper activity methods and to constantly integrate intellectual and professional knowledge, to transfer knowledge and skills into new situations by learning to act at different levels of activity have to be constantly developed because only individual’s knowledge, abilities are not measured without the possibility to demonstrate them or to apply in practice. The expression of competence is the effectiveness of activity.

Shein (2006), having presented the model of career based on eight career anchors, which so far has not lost its relevance both in the theory and the practice, considers combination abilities, needs, motives and values that are revealed at early career stages and reflect human experience as career basis. According to the author, actions of an individual and organization can be coordinated because only an organization can purposefully and effectively evaluate the competence level of employees would be assured and corporate plans would be implemented.

Dalton, Thompson (1986), having disclosed how within an organization employees move from one career stage to another, speaks about certain skills and abilities necessary for the movement; however, they do not name this as competences. The movement from one stage to another one challenges the changes of activity. In order to adjust to them, abilities are necessary.

The literature presents a lot of viewpoints and opinions what influences career, what factors, what abilities or competences are important. However, when planning career and evaluating the changing character of activity, it is not enough to possess only certain specific competence, the competence level and its identification are important. In each stage of career employee’s competence is being evaluated: readiness to perform the work and the level of abilities. Referring to the premise (the higher competence level, the greater possibilities for career) the theoretical hypothetical model of career has been formed (see Figure 3), which is based on levels of employee’s competence. The competence levels presented on the horizontal axis correlate with the stages of career discussed earlier on the vertical axis. In order to prove what level of the competence is necessary at each stage of career, what abilities and skills identify the higher stage of competence, the competences distinguished by Shein (2006) (technical-functional, emotional, analytical, creativity, managerial, public) and by Stanisauskiene (2000) (personal, social, professional and learning), which are necessary when pursuing for career were chosen. We think that all and final competences are necessary at the highest career stages; however, in the range of these chosen competences and certain abilities the relations of competence levels and career stages are measured. These competences and the abilities ensuring them empower an individual to solve the objectives emerging in his / her career as well as meet the requirements of modern work world. However, the expression of not all competences and their level at separate career stages is homogeneous; only certain abilities defining competences are analysed in order to prove the relations of career and competence.

The first and the second competence levels can be reached only during practical activity by learning to work according to the instruction. Following strict rules, learning only to find and know oneself, to define own roles, to find the means how to implement them according to the competence level, an employee is at the first career stage. The possession of the abilities to reflect own activity in order to improve it, to find the way out when facing problems, the ability to identify a problem and to distinguish the factors influencing it transfers an employee to the second career stage.

The third and the fourth levels are the levels of higher competence, in which the abilities to accommodate own knowledge at a particular situation, to generate ideas and to implement them, to get involved into activity improvement (the third level) are distinguished; an employee refers to the possessed competence and experience, he / she is able to overcome resistances and problems by implementing decisions, gets involved into organization’s activity, obligates and takes complete responsibility for his / her activity results.

As conditions change due to the emergence of new activities, which require from an acting person to accommodate the possessed competence under conditions of a new activity or to be able to critically evaluate own experience and to learn that when an activity situation changes, the competence level also changes. Thus, it is expedient that possibilities for employee’s career depend on the increase of his / her competence level. The higher the competence level, the better skills to plan own career and the greater possibilities for career are.
Conclusions

1. In the process of the change of society and organizations the characteristics of person’s activity have essentially changed; the latter have determined the change in the concept of career as well. The bureaucratic concept of career that stresses organization’s position is actively changed by the modern concept of career, to which multidisciplinarity and active personal position are characteristic. Contemporary career should be treated as life-long process of person’s professional self-expression, constant choices emerging from work, learning, self-expression and free-time decisions, which involve person’s professional life, workplaces, duties and achievements. The source of person’s activity for career is his / her needs and values, the difference of which determines the individuality of every career.

2. The main factor conditioning possibilities of person’s career is the quality of competence. In the traditional concept of career the possibilities are related to employees’ qualification and its enhancement, for which an organization is responsible. The concept of contemporary career is related to the quality of person’s competence, its constant development, re-qualification and an employee responsible for this.

3. In the context of career, the competence is defined as ability to apply the main principles and techniques of certain content area for practical situations, the broad list of high-level skills and behaviours that determines the ability to successfully act at complex unexpected situations. The competence of a different level is necessary to perform the activity of different hierarchical level, which enables acting in different contexts of activity and influencing individual’s career. Competence is implemented through an activity; the competence of different level is necessary to perform the activity of different hierarchical level when orienting to which clearer requirements set for competence emerge; and this makes premises to create the system of career based on competence levels within an organization.

4. The career process within an organization has to function as integrated corporate system of an individual and organization when the organization gets involved into the planning of individual’s career as well as the goals and objectives of both parties are coordinated.

5. As the outcome of the analysis of scientific literature, the theoretical hypothetical model of career is substantiated; it is based on the levels of employee’s competence. The model is designed by referring to the relations of employees’ competence and career stages within an organization. At each career stage the evaluation of employee’s competence is necessary: his / her readiness to perform the work and the levels of his / her abilities.
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functioning as a self-professional, able to practice and develop continuously in practice and respond to changes in the surroundings (WHO, 2002). In terms of the level of competence in the career context, competence, according to Nickols (2000), Abraham (2001), Westera (2001), is described as a broad high-level ability to act and to write, which combines the ability to work as a complex, unforeseen, practical situation, using personal skills, personality and characteristics necessary for successful work. Thus, the level of competence is determined by the career, is correct and true. As Haase, Francis-Smythe (2007) states, competence is one of the responsibilities necessary for achieving a higher career.

The person aiming for a career is faced with complex strategy and tactic elements of tasks, which need to be managed with increased information and new knowledge, well expressed, quickly and quality to solve problems.

In the middle of the article the relationships between career and competence is revealed, and a model is presented. Depending on the level, new tasks arise which require applying new skills or critically evaluate one’s experience and learn from changes in the work situation, and thereby also the level of competence. Increased requirements for competence form the basis for competence in the organization. Changing career assumptions allow to assess careers depending on competence and its levels perspectives. In each stage of the career, the employee’s competence is evaluated: preparedness to perform and level of competence.

The level of competence is determined by the career, is correct and true. It is important to determine the level of competence, as well as determine which competence areas to focus. The model is based on the relationship that the higher the level of competence, the better the career planning and higher career.
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